
From: Terry Horner   
Sent: January-03-15 1:09 PM 
To: BoardSec;  
Subject: EB 3014-0300 
 
I am writing this memo to request that we are given one more opportunity to express our concern 
about the proposed Wind Farm which will surround our home on Amherst Island.  

Notwithstanding the fact that absolutely not one single submission by Ontario Rural Residents to 
any Ontario Government agency or the Courts has been successful my wife I feel that ultimately 
common sense will prevail and this Green program will be halted and Big Wind will be 
examined for what it really is.  A technical and financial error of enormous proportion. 

80 foot hydro poles and storage are next to our Public School which no doubt will ultimately 
cause the only school on the Island to be closed. 

Surround our homes with Wind Towers and Mpac will of course support the Towers by stating 
they have not lost value.  But on the other hand probably won't be salable.   

More importantly there is a body of evidence, growing exponentially that clearly outlines the 
detriment to Health.  No one seems to care and listens singularly to experts hired by Big Wind, 
who by the way have retained all the best Law Firms.  Give us a break. 

The few (19 of 450) on this Island who endorsed the program and will allow Wind Towers on 
their property cannot discuss the contract with  anyone.  Why the GAG if this program is so good 
for everyone.  Give me another break. 

I have spent over 50 years in the Electrical business and we have gone from the cheapest cost for 
energy and the most admired Utility in North America to the highest Cost on the basis we need 
Green Energy and our reputation is probably somewhat of joke.  Yes we do need clean energy 
but it sure won't be wind in the Long Term.   
 
Our company looked at manufacturing Wind and Solar in early 1990's and determined that it was 
unbelievably INEFFICIENT and no one would buy into same.  Big Wind with Big Money 
supplied by the Rate Payer can sure get away with what ever it wants. 

Please look at newer data before you rubber stamp the process/ 

Thank you 

Terry Horner 
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